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Traditional Systems
IRIS Explorer
J.F. Shepherd, C.R. Johnson. Hexahedral Mesh Generation for Biomedical Models in SCIRun, SCI Institute Technical Report, No. UUSCI-2007-008, University of Utah, 2007. 
Challenges
Make the spatial and temporal resolution of visual displays indistinguishable 
from reality.
Integrate virtual reality with physical reality.
Integrate visualization with networking, voice, artificial vision, computation and 
data storage.
Optimize physical resources used to perform visual interactions.
Find effective ways to visualize numerical information of high dimension.
Find effective ways to visualize non-numerical information.
Find effective visual idioms for direct manipulation user interactions with 
visualizations.
Find effective visual idioms for collaborative interactions among multiple users.
Define effective abstractions for the visualization and user interaction process.
Present abstractions to users in ways that reconcile expressiveness and ease-
of-use.
Bill Hibbard, 1999, http://doi.acm.org/10.1145/326460.326485
Current Approaches
Modify Existing Platforms
New Architectures
Bespoke Developments
Grid Based Architecture
Read RenderMap
Manage
Filter Write
= Grid/Network
Future
Multiple Datasets
Small and Large Format Displays
Bandwidth Flexibility
Prediction
Algorithms
Workflow
End to End Performance
Possible Architecture
Service
HPC
Service
Grid
Service
Distributed
Computing
Pipeline
Composition
Client Viewer
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Do you have a visualisation 
problem that requires a new 
approach?

